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High Performance Computing supports Geographic Information Science and 

its Applications in Health Geography 

 

1. Introduction 

Advanced computational capabilities that emerged through continuous technological 

development transformed many scientific disciplines, such as geography, biology, engineering, or 

physics (Armstrong 2000). Today, scientists tackle computational problems that used to be 

impossible to solve or even intractable. The significance of this transformation led to the extension 

of the classic scientific framework Theory and Experimentation, by the third and fourth pillars 

Simulation and Data-Intensive Computing (Karin and Graham 1998; Hey, Tansley, and Tolle 

2009).  

Geographic Information Science (GIScience) is the discipline that emerged from the 

transformation of geography and its related fields of computer science, geology, oceanography, 

ecology, spatial analysis, applied mathematics, and physics. It is defined as “The development and 

use of theories, methods, technology, and data for understanding geographic processes, 

relationships, and patterns” (Mark 2003). It is a field that includes application and research on 

technologies such as geographic information systems, cartography, geodesy, remote sensing and 

photogrammetry, digital image processing, and GPS. GIScience deals with a set of key issues: 1) 

data collection and measurement, 2) data capture, 3) spatial statistics, 4) data modelling and 

theories of spatial data, 5) data structures, algorithms and processes, 6) display, 7) analytical tools, 

and 8) institutional, managerial, and ethical issues (Goodchild 1992).  

The last 20 years of technological advancements brought additional challenges and research 

questions to the field of GIScience. Our ability to collect spatially referenced data has improved 
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dramatically (Goodchild 2007). Automated geocoding capabilities, sensor networks, geotagged 

social media streams and GPS tracking produce an ever-increasing wealth of geographic data, 

which calls for accelerated processing capabilities to prevent applications from becoming 

prohibitively slow (Zikopoulos and Eaton 2011). In addition to growing streams of data, analyses 

are increasingly desired at finer resolutions, higher significance levels, more iterations, and hence, 

higher complexity. For instance, the computational burden of finding the spatial scale at which a 

given point pattern departs from randomness increases manifold when Monte Carlo simulation is 

utilized for significance testing of Ripley’s K-function (Tang, Feng, and Jia 2015). Finally, the 

field of GIScience has recently experienced an emphasis on including a true representation of time 

in analytic models, further increasing the computational cost, which calls for strategies to handle 

complex computations in an acceptable amount of time (Kwan and Neutens 2014). Therefore, 

efforts to develop and implement high performance parallel computing strategies for the analysis 

of geographic phenomena are increasingly gaining traction (Wang 2010).  

I focus the remainder of this article on spatial analysis, a subdiscipline of GIScience. Due to 

the aforementioned recent focus of including the temporal dimension, spatial analysis is extended 

to spatiotemporal analysis. From a domain science perspective, I mainly draw application 

examples from the field of health geography, especially on the analysis of patterns of emerging 

infectious diseases (EIDs). 

 

2. Spatial and Spatiotemporal Analysis 

Spatial and spatiotemporal analysis is a subdomain of GIScience and hence, closely entangled 

with the discipline. It encompasses the three subfields of spatial and spatiotemporal statistics, 

optimization, and simulation, whereas here I will cover the first one more in-depth. 
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2.1 Spatial and spatiotemporal optimization 

Optimization approaches search for the best solution to a problem out of a candidate pool 

of solutions. The “goodness” of the solution is determined according to some criteria, for instance 

the shortest path from New York to Los Angeles in terms of distance or travel time on the road 

network (Dijkstra 1959). This example illustrates that there are potentially a very large number of 

candidate solutions, and enumerating them all by brute force search might be prohibitively slow. 

Therefore, a lot of effort is going into the development of heuristic search strategies, which do not 

guarantee an optimal solution, but produce a solution that is sufficient for the purpose at hand 

(Tong and Murray 2012). Simulated annealing is a heuristic that starts off with a decision system 

at high temperature, meaning the inclination of accepting worse solutions is high. As the algorithm 

progresses, the system cools down and the inclination of accepting worse solutions decreases 

(Kirkpatrick 1984). Simulated annealing has been implemented using parallel strategies to handle 

big data (Peredo et al. 2014; Reed and Kollat 2013). Spatiotemporal optimization approaches 

include an algorithm to minimize cost of monitoring contaminated groundwater (Herrera and 

Pinder 2005). Spatial optimization approaches have been used for maximizing health care services 

coverage (Wang 2012), emergency facilities siting, ground water monitoring network design, and 

nature reserve design (Tong and Murray 2012).     

 

2.2 Simulation 

Simulation in geography includes agent-based models (ABM) and cellular automata (CA). 

It is common for ABM to iterate through a series of timesteps, they are therefore suitable to study 

movement of humans and animals (Tang and Bennett 2010) or the development of land use over 
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time (Tang, Bennett, and Wang 2011) due to their inherent spatiotemporal capabilities.  ABM are 

computationally demanding due to complex systems under study. The development of high 

performance parallel computing approaches for ABM therefore came naturally (Fachada et al. 

2015). Such complex models might have many inputs (data, parameters), and the study of how 

uncertainty in model inputs translates to uncertainty in model outputs (i.e. execution time) has 

been subject of research at the forefront of spatiotemporal analysis (Tang and Jia 2014). Simulation 

approaches have been used to analyze spatial health inequalities (Smith 2012), infectious disease 

transmission (Yang and Atkinson 2005), and sexual networks in the face of spreading HIV (Alam 

and Meyer 2010). 

  

2.3 Spatial and Spatiotemporal Statistics 

Spatial and spatiotemporal statistics is the third subfield of spatial and spatiotemporal 

analysis. It includes the fields of autocorrelation-based approaches, geostatistics and point 

pattern analysis. 

 

2.3.1 Autocorrelation-based approaches 

The first law of geography states that “Everything is related to everything else, but near 

things are more related than distant things” (Tobler 1970). Therefore, strong positive spatial 

autocorrelation indicates that within the area of interest, objects that are located close to each other 

are very similar compared to distant objects (attraction). On the other hand, negative spatial 

autocorrelation means that close objects are dissimilar (repulsion). Moran’s I (Moran 1950) is an 

instance of an autocorrelation-based approach within the field of spatial statistics. For a given set 

of points in geographic space, it measures whether the values of an attribute of interest are 
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clustered, dispersed, or random. Moran’s I has many practical applications in geography, ecology, 

epidemiology, criminology, and econometrics, to name a few (Assuncao and Reis 1999; Zhang et 

al. 2008; Lin and Zhang 2007). Efforts for parallelizing the computation of Moran’s I statistic have 

been taken early on by using LINDA, a coordination language that supports parallel processing 

(Rokos and Armstrong 1996). Similarly the G* statistic measures spatial association of high/low 

attribute values (Getis and Ord 1992). Parallel implementations exist (Armstrong, Pavlik, and 

Marciano 1994), utilizing algorithmic decomposition, and by deployment on a grid computing 

platform (Wang, Cowles, and Armstrong 2008). The analysis of computational intensity by 

reference of the spatial domain was formulated using the G* statistic (Wang and Armstrong 2009). 

In addition, geospatial analysis capabilities using  G* have been taken to the MapReduce platform 

(Liu et al. 2010) for true big data processing, and cyberinfrastructure was employed to host Web-

GIS services accessing TeraGrid computational resources (Wang and Liu 2009). Studies applying 

the G* statistic found that exposure to light at night is associated with breast cancer in the female 

population of Israel (Kloog et al. 2008), or that the risk for neural-tube birth defects clusters on 

two different scales (Wu et al. 2004).    

So far, I discussed global autocorrelation-based approaches, which produce one statistic 

for the entire study area. However, people might be interested in knowing where exactly clustering 

or repulsion occurred. Luckily, global statistics can be decomposed into their local constituents. 

Therefore, local indicators of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) allow for mapping clustering of 

attribute values (Anselin 1995). Local Moran’s I has been extended from purely spatial to space-

time and applied to analyzing water distribution networks and cancer mortality rates (Difallah, 

Cudre-Mauroux, and McKenna 2013; Goovaerts and Jacquez 2005). 
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2.3.2 Geostatistics 

Geostatistical methods were developed to predict probability distributions for ore grades 

in the mining industry and therefore, are very popular in the petroleum industry and engineering. 

Kriging is the most used geostatistical method, which spatially interpolates attribute values 

assuming a gaussian process (Cressie 1990). Kriging involves costly computations, and scientists 

developed parallel approaches utilizing general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU), 

message passing interface (MPI), and advanced data structures (Cheng 2013; Wei et al. 2015; Hu 

and Shu 2015). Spatiotemporal Kriging is challenging because characterizing correlation needs 

advanced statistics for space-time, therefore further increasing the computational burden 

(Heuvelink and Griffith 2010). Kriging examples include the modelling of copper deposits in 

southeaster Iran (Daya and Bejari 2015), and for estimating the quality of coal layers, thereby 

reducing the costly use of borehole drilling for geophysical exploration (Webber, Costa, and 

Salvadoretti 2013).  

    

2.3.3 Point pattern analysis 

As opposed to autocorrelation-based approaches and geostatistics, spatial and 

spatiotemporal point pattern analysis does not deal with attribute values. Instead, it studies the 

spatial and spatiotemporal arrangement of points (Cressie and Wikle 2015) and aims to distinguish 

random, clustered and dispersed patterns. This approach has been useful for many applications, 

such as disease ecology (Kelly and Meentemeyer 2002), neurology (Jafari-Mamaghani, 

Andersson, and Krieger 2010), epidemiology (Delmelle et al. 2014), and criminology (Nakaya and 

Yano 2010). 
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Ripley’s K function (Ripley 1976) is a prominent quantitative approach within the domain 

of spatial and spatiotemporal point pattern analysis. It is used to characterize a point pattern as 

either random, clustered or regular, by estimating the second-order property (variance) of the data. 

It uses 1) the number of and 2) the distance between points, to quantify the deviation of the 

observed pattern from randomness at multiple spatial scales (Bailey and Gatrell 1995; Dixon 

2002). It has been used for: early detection of breast cancer (de Oliveira Martins et al. 2009), 

analyzing oak mortality in California (Kelly and Meentemeyer 2002), and analyzing the 

geographic distribution of road traffic accidents (Jones, Langford, and Bentham 1996), to name a 

few examples. Essentially, Ripley’s K function centers a circular search window on each point, 

counting the number of neighboring points observed in the window. The window moves from 

point to point until all of them are visited. This is repeated using varying search radii (a.k.a. spatial 

scales). Undesired edge effects may arise upon intersection of the search windows with the study 

area boundary. Methods to cope with edge effects have been studied intensively (Yamada and 

Rogerson 2003). To gain statistical confirmation on the regular, clustered or random pattern, 

Monte Carlo simulation is used: Each simulation run randomly generates a number of points (the 

number is equal to the number of observed points). If the observed K is above the upper envelope 

resulting from the simulations, clustering at the corresponding spatial scale is significant. K values 

below the lower simulation envelope indicate regularity. For a given radius, the observed point 

pattern exhibits clustering, randomness or regularity, if the value of the K function is above, 

between or below the upper and lower envelopes, respectively. 

There are multiple improvements to the original formulation of Ripley’s K-function. The 

incremental K-function improves the ability to detect the scale of clustering by altering  the search 

window to a search band formed by two concentric circles, just like a doughnut (Yamada and Thill 
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2007; Tao, Thill, and Yamada 2015). The multivariate (cross) k-function evaluates clustering of 

marked point patterns (Dixon 2002; Boots and Okabe 2007). Therefore, it measures the scale at 

which one set of points (e.g. crime events) cluster around another set of points (e.g. train stations). 

The cross k-function was extended to test the association between spatial objects of differing 

dimensionality, such as points, lines, and polygons (Guo et al. 2013). The local k-function belongs 

to the class of local indicators of spatial association (LISA; Anselin 1995) and allows for detecting 

and mapping clusters of points, as well as the spatial scale at which the clustering occurs (Getis 

and Franklin 1987). The network-constrained k-function evaluates clustering of points along 

networks, such as roads, railways, or utility networks. It has been enhanced by the incremental K-

function, as well as by corrections for network geometry (Okabe and Yamada 2001; Yamada and 

Thill 2007; Ang, Baddeley, and Nair 2012). In his dissertation, Ran Tao develops three new 

methods for exploratory spatial flow data analysis (Tao 2017). Flow data quantifies the flow of 

goods, people or any object between two or more locations. Ran Tao introduces the local k-

function for exploring patterns in spatial flow data (Tao and Thill 2016).  

GPU were utilized to speed up the computation of Ripley’s K for spatial point pattern 

analysis (Tang, Feng, and Jia 2015), using variable-grained domain decomposition. Tang and 

colleagues use a big dataset of tourist attractions of the United States and implement their 

application on Web-GIS. Software exists for computing the temporal extension of the 2D K-

function, namely the space-time K-function (Gabriel, Rowlingson, and Diggle 2013). 

The spatial (and temporal) scale resulting from analyzing spatial data using K-function can 

be used as bandwidth (search radius) for kernel density estimation (Silverman 1986), which is 

popular for producing heatmaps. The technique produces a regular grid of points (evaluation 

points) that hold density estimates that depend on the number and position of surrounding data 
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points. Each data point that falls within the neighborhood of an evaluation point contributes to its 

density by applying a weight determined by the kernel function (the closer the data point, the 

higher the weight). Many different kernel functions exist: quartic, gaussian, epanechnikov, to name 

a few.  

However, the choice of kernel does not have such a profound effect on visual properties of 

the resulting heatmap as the choice of bandwidth (Bowman and Azzalini 1997). If the bandwidth 

is chosen too large, important details of the point pattern disappear as they are oversmoothed. On 

the other hand, if the bandwidth is chosen too small, the density surface is too rough and important 

patterns are unobservable. Besides employing the K-function for bandwidth selection, 

optimization approaches, least squares cross validation, and several rules of thumb have been 

developed (Wand and Jones 1994). So far, no consensus has been formed about which method is 

universally best.  

Spatial filters (a.k.a. box kernels) are a special case of kernels, where the weight does not 

decrease within bandwidth. Spatial filters are used for significance tests on case and control data, 

for instance to compute birth defect rates in Iowa (Rushton and Lolonis 1996). Rushton’s work 

was motivated by the problems of using disease data aggregated to artificial units, such as census 

tracts. Hence, he and his colleagues use individual geocoded maternal addresses of births, as well 

as birth defects. They evaluate the birth defect rates at regular grid points, by imposing circles 

within which births and defects are considered. They test for significance by simulating 1000 

random locations which were marked as “birth” or “defect” according to the probability arising 

from their ratio in the observed data. Therefore, the birth defect rate at each grid point can be 

compared to the upper simulation envelope for significance. The problems of 1) losing geographic 

detail and 2) producing unreliable estimates in sparsely populated areas were addressed with the 
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development of spatially adaptive filters (Tiwari and Rushton 2005). An adaptive filter is a circle 

centered on a grid point. Its radius is increased until a minimum population support is achieved. 

They produce rates at higher statistical stability and greater detail compared to fixed filters. 

Weighting the observations according to their proximity to the center of the filter (staircase kernel) 

is another improvement over spatially adaptive filters (Cai, Rushton, and Bhaduri 2012). Cai and 

colleagues investigate the multiple testing problem, where large numbers of individual tests result 

in inflated type 1 error, and autocorrelation that arises from overlapping neighboring filters.  

The spatial relative risk function, computed as the ratio between density of disease cases 

and density of controls (population at risk samples), forms another important kernel approach for 

health geography applications. It is useful for describing geographic variation in disease incidence 

and has been applied to Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (Kauhl et al. 2016), incident cancer (Lemke et 

al. 2015) and other diseases. Again, fixed and adaptive bandwidths are possible and produce 

different results (Lemke et al. 2015) for detecting risk areas. Lemke and colleagues found that the 

fixed kernels tend to oversmooth in urban areas, while overestimating the risk in rural areas. Using 

adaptive bandwidth kernel reduced the effect. They choose the fixed bandwidth using the 

oversmoothing principle (Terrell 1990), and the adaptive kernel bandwidth as a function of 

population density. Other efforts towards adaptive bandwidth relative risk function (Davies and 

Hazelton 2010) use case and control bandwidths computed for each evaluation point, depending 

on density of surrounding observations. Essentially, this includes computing  pilot densities, using 

fixed pilot bandwidths separate for cases and controls, determined by cross validation (Bowman 

and Azzalini 1997), a global bandwidth (chosen by the maximal smoothing principle, common to 

case and control densities) and a geometric mean term. Davies and Hazelton’s simulation study 

compares adaptive bandwidth density estimator with fixed bandwidth estimator. It shows that the 
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adaptive density estimator is more desirable because the fixed bandwidth estimators are not able 

to properly capture clusters while maintaining a sufficient degree of smoothness over the rest of 

the region. However, the authors admit that their method of bandwidth selection is rather ad-hoc 

and that there is scope for new methods of bandwidth selection for relative risk estimation.  

Adaptive kernels using different bandwidths for computing the case- and control densities 

are likely to produce undesired artefacts in the resulting risk surface (artificial risk halos) (Davies, 

Jones, and Hazelton 2016). Applying a symmetric adaptive smoothing scheme addresses the 

problem. They simply choose the common bandwidth as the case bandwidth, which is determined 

by population density, similar as in (Lemke et al. 2015). Martin Hazelton considers the problem 

of statistically comparing relative risk between two time periods and develops a statistic to test for 

change in the pattern of relative risk (Hazelton 2017). Note that this is a global measure of change, 

i.e. it tests the entire study area, which raises to question whether a localized test is feasible. The 

observed test statistic is compared to a null distribution, which is generated by either 1) 

randomization (randomly allocating case- and control labels to points -> resampling), with a 

substantial number of replications (~1000), or 2) using asymptotic theory, which shows that a 

kernel estimator has an asymptotically normal distribution.  

Fernando and Hazelton postulate the generalized spatial relative risk function (Fernando 

and Hazelton 2014). Most interestingly, it generalizes the spatial relative risk function to the 

spatiotemporal relative risk function under the assumption of constant control density through 

time. However, if this assumption does not hold, the spatial relative risk function generalizes to 

the conditional spatiotemporal relative risk function. It uses common bandwidths for case and 

control densities, which has been shown to be advantageous, see (Davies, Jones, and Hazelton 

2016). In addition, tolerance contours delineate statistically significant areas/times of elevated risk 
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using asymptotic theory (as an alternative to computationally costly Monte Carlo methods). For 

lack of better alternatives, Fernando and Hazelton select optimal bandwidths by minimizing the 

mean integrated squared error (MISE) using approximate least-squares cross-validation (LSCV), 

but admit that the procedure is unsatisfactory in practice. They conclude that the generalized spatial 

relative risk function is a useful data visualization tool, but admit that it suffers from problems in 

data-driven bandwidth selection. Further research towards selecting bandwidth for the spatial 

relative risk function is desperately needed.  

 

2.3 Conclusion 

Advanced computational capabilities enable the discovery of knowledge that would have 

been concealed otherwise. Not only do they allow for analyses at finer spatial and temporal 

resolutions, higher statistical significance level, bigger datasets, and real-time execution, they 

allow for analysis methods that were previously unconceivable. The field of Geographic 

Information Science is a prominent beneficiary as well as contributor of such novel capabilities, 

as it uses methods that are very computationally costly. 
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